
t.. SHIELDALLOY METALLURGICAL CORPORATION

May 1998 WEST BOULEVARD
P.O. BOX 768
NEWFIELD, NJ 08344

Mr. John D. Kinneman. Chief TELEPHONE (609) 692-4200
TWX (510) 687-8918

Division of Nuclear Material Safety Branch 2 FAX (609) 692-4017

U. S. Nuclear Regulator), Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Re: Radiation Doses Associated with the Use of CANAL-Lite© and Procedure for Preparing
Trial Shipment to NUCOR-Hickman - License No. SMB-743

Dear Mr. Kinneman:

The purpose of this letter is to describe the methodology used during the production of the batch of
CANAL-Litecthaw was staged and shipped to the NUCOR-Hicklnan facility in Blytheville, Arkansas. The
letter is a follow-up to a May 4, 1998 conference call between representatives of Shieldalloy Metallurgical
Corporation (SMC) and the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) and responds to Ms. Pam
Henderson's May 5, 1998 request for additional information. Included herein is a description of that batch
of CANAL-Litecand how it was prepared, a description of the method used to certify its radionuclide
contents, an assessment of the radiological impacts from the use of that batch of CANAL-LiteO, and SMC's
commitments in regard to future CANAL-LiteQshipments.

Description of CANAL-L/re0 Production
As you know, SMC manufactures specialty steel and super alloy additives, primary aluminum master
alloys, metal carbides, powdered metals, and related products. Raw materials currently used at the
Newfield facility include beneficiated ores which contain oxides of columbium (niobium), vanadium,
aluminum metal, titanium metal, strontium metal, zirconium metal, and fluoride (titanium and boron) salts.
During the manufacturing process, the facility generates a variety of by-products that have commercial
application.

One by-product that has had a successful commercial market over the last several years is a ferrovanadium
slag, known by the trade name of V-400 . Because of its aluminum oxide and calcium oxide content, this
material serves as an additive to the steel making process for reducing impurities in the final product.
Another by-product contains similar constituents but has even greater applicability for steel manufacturing.
This product, known commercially as CANAL0 , is produced from ferrocolumbium slag rather than
ferrovanadium slag.

One of the differences between V-40 and CANAL© is that the latter contains a greater percentage of
aluminum oxide and less silicon oxide, which makes it even more effective as a slag fluidizer. However,
CANALO also contains a higher concentration of uranium and thorium than V-400 , although these
elements have no effect on the performance of the product. Because higher concentrations of these
elements are present, some form of licensing action is required before CANAL 0 can be transferred to a
steel manufacturer.



CANAL-LiteO is a new product, produced by blending V-40© and CANAL". This product has a
combination of the V-400 and CANAL© characteristics, but with sufficiently low uranium and thorium
concentrations that licensing action is not required for its sale.

In my April 20, 1998 letter to Mr. Michael Weber (USNRC Headquarters), I informed him that a shipment
of three (3) truck-loads of CANAL-Lite 0 were to be delivered to the NUCOR-Hickman facility. The
purpose of that trial shipment was three-fold: (1) to permit NUCOR-Hickman to evaluate the benefits of
using CANAL-Litecin their operations; (2) to permit SMC to evaluate blending and product certification
methods for potential future use; and (3) to assist SMC in the preparation of a Radiation Safety Procedure
(RSP) for CANAL-Litelproduction and sale. The following is a brief overview of the way in which the
trial shipment was prepared:

A nominal blending ratio of CANAL0 to vanadium slag was determined by calculation; a
temporary restricted area was instituted in the building that housed the blender; and the applicable
amounts of feed material were staged.'

The feed materials were passed through the blender until a total of about 40,000 pounds of
CANAL-Lite 0 were collected in 22 bins. The contents of the bins were then passed through the
blender a second time. After the second pass, radiological "screening" results demonstrated that
the source material content of each bin was relatively homogeneous.2

A sample of CANAL-Lite 0 was retrieved from each of the 22 bins and hand-blended to form a
composite. Four aliquots of the composite were then subject to the same "screening" methodology
to ensure continued homogeneity.

Samples of the four aliquots were then forwarded to a commercial analytical laboratory for
analysis of uranium and thorium isotopes. The mean measured source material concentration in
this approximately 40,000 pound lot of CANAL-Lite cat this point in the process was 456 -_ 116
parts per million (ppm) uranium plus thorium (U + Th).

From the analytical and screening results, SMC was confident that this lot contained less than 500 ppm
source material. However, in order to meet the customer's demand for timely delivery of approximately
120,000 pounds of CANAL-Lite , without having to wait for the return of analytical results, the 40,000
pounds of screened and characterized CANAL-Lite"were re-blended with an additional 80,000 pounds
of vanadium slag. As before, the feed materials for the re-blending were run through the blender twice,
and composite samples of the re-blended material were collected and are being forwarded to a commercial
analytical laboratory for confirmatory analysis of uranium and thorium isotopes.

Although we have not yet received the analytical results from the re-blended CANAL-Litec, we expect
them to exhibit source material (U + Th) percentages on the order of 110 to 200 ppm. Based on this

'Health physics coverage of the CANAL-LUte © production operation was performed by an individual who met the
qualifications of Radiation Surveyor as described in RSP-006, "Training and Qualification of Radiation Protection
Personnel", with oversight provided by the SMC Radiation Safety Officer (RSO).

2 Two passes through the blender were necessary in order to obtain mean radiological screening results with a
standard deviation of less than 25 %.



expectation, a total of 120,000 pounds of CANAL-Life~was staged for shipment to NUCOR-Hickman for
evaluation.

The staged batch of CANAL-Life 0 was shipped in bulk using covered dump trailer vehicles. However,
the shipment arrived at the site in advance of the expected delivery date. As a result, NUCOR-Hickman
rejected the shipment, and it was subsequently returned to SMC's Newfield facility, where it remains as
of the date of this letter.

Attachment 1 contains the procedural steps that were followed for the blending, screening and sampling
of the NUCOR-Hickman shipment. Attachment 2 contains a copy of the confirmatory sampling
documentation for that shipment. Included are the screening results from the 22 bins (i.e., the first 40,000
pounds of CANAL-Lite), the screening results from the four aliquots of the 22-bin composite, and a
summary of the initial analytical results showing a mean source material content of 456 ppm. Included
as well in Attachment 2 is the Certificate of Analysis from the analytical laboratory, along with a copy of
the performance specifications for these analyses.

The final confirmatory sampling results will be forwarded to you as soon as we receive them. When
NUCOR-Hickman or other potential clients express an interest in purchasing large quantities of CANAL-
Lite0 , we will finalize the RSP for its production such that the product certification methods therein are
not only consistent with the customer's specifications, but are sufficiently comprehensive to ensure future
shipments of CANAL-Li/re contain less than 500 ppm source material. This information will be provided
to you before any additional CANAL-Litec is shipped.

Radiological Impact from CANAL-Lite0 Usage
In Report No. 94005/G-103, "Radiological Impacts from the Use of CANAL0 - A Slag Fluidizer in Steel
Production" (April 27, 1995), prepared as a supplement to SMC's 1995 application to export source
material pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 110, the radiation dose potential for
members of the general public from the use of CANAL 0 was assessed. In this report, a number of
exposure scenarios were evaluated. The results demonstrated that the maximally-exposed (hypothetical)
individual has the potential to incur up to 53 millirem per year from loading and unloading supersacks of
CANAL0 during steel-making operations. All other exposure scenarios resulted in lower potential doses.

However, CANAL© contains approximately 4,580 parts per million (ppm) source material (U +Th), while
the NUCOR-Hickman shipment of CANAL-LiteO contains approximately 200 ppm U + Th. Since the
estimated radiation doses in Report No. 94005/G-103 were linearly related to the concentration of
radioactive materials present, the maximum likely radiation doses that appear in Report No. 94005/G-103
are significantly higher than those associated with similar uses of CANAL-Lite '.

The following table, extracted from the "Summary and Conclusions" section of Report No. 94005/G-103,
has been modified to shows not only the maximum individual dose (millirem per year) from the use of
CANAL 0 as it appeared in that report, but the maximum individual dose (millirem per year) predicted
from the use of CANAL-Litel. 3

3 To prepare the "CANAL-Lite ©" column in this table, a re-assessment of doses was not performed. Instead, the
doses that appeared in Report No. 98000/G-103, reflected in the "CANAL" column of the table, were scaled to reflect
CANAL-Lite (c)'s lower source material content.



Maximum Individual Dose (mrem/year)

CANAL-Litee
Exposure Scenarios CANAL©

(4580 ppm source NUCOR Shipment Future Shipments
material) (Less than 200 ppm (Less than 500 ppm

source material) source material)

Direct Exposure of a Steel 53 2.31 5.79
Worker

Inhalation Exposure of a
Steel Worker per Dropped 0.02 0.00 0.00

Supersack'

Exposure of a Member of the
General Public from Homes 8 0.35 0.87

Built on End Slag

Exposure of a Child that
Ingests Emd Slag

Exposure of a Member of the
General Public Standing on 1 0.04 0.11

Paved Roads Over End Slag

Exposure of a Road Crew
Member Constructing End 7 0.31 0.76

Slag Road

Exposure of a Member of the
General Public Walking on 10 0.44 1.09
Roads Constructed of End

Slag

ALARA Analysis
The dose estimates shown in the aforementioned table are conservative in that the parameters used as input
to the calculations were selected such that higher rather than lower doses would result. Nonetheless, the
maximum individual CANAbi..te doses estimated for all scenarios, for an exposure duration of one (1)
year, are only a small fraction of ambient background radiation doses over that same time period. In all
cases, they are certainly too low to be measured/confirmed with any statistical confidence. Therefore,

" Although CANAL-Lite © will be shipped in bulk rather than in supersacks, this scenario is preserved to ensure
potential radiation doses incurred by steel workers is addressed. Because loader capacity is similar to the capacity
of a supersack, it is not likely that the comparative dose assessment results will differ significantly.



further reductions in dose as required in 10 CFR 20.1101(b) are neither practical nor justifiable in light
of the state of monitoring technology.

However, as exhibited in SMC's Radiation Safety Procedure No. RSP-005, "ALARA Program", SMC
has a firm commitment to maintaining all radiation exposures from licensed operations as low as is
reasonably achievable. Therefore, an important feature of feature CANAL-Litecproduction operations
will be defensible and auditable procedures for ensuring that radionuclide concentrations in the lots staged
for sale do not exceed 500 ppm. In addition, future shipments will be handled by a single use carrier.
Finally, when so permitted by one or more of our clients, SMC intends to mount a validation program
wherein the radionuclide concentrations in all feed materials, end slag and bag house dust from a steel
production run using CANALO or CANAL-Lite 0 will be sampled and confirmed to be consistent with the
estimates that appear in Report No. 94005/G-103.

Commitments on Future Shipments
As I relayed to you in my May 7, 1998 letter, SMC will not attempt to re-ship the NUCOR-Hickman lot
of CANAL-Lite 0 until the USNRC has made a determination that it can be safely released. Furthermore,
SMC also commits to not shipping any other lots of CANAL-Litecuntil the USNRC concurs that the
proposed product preparation, packaging and certification programs for those lots are acceptable. For
business development purposes, however, we hope that the USNRC's review of the information in this
letter and in subsequent communications will be timely.5

In her May 5, 1998 telephone call, Ms. Henderson also requested an estimated schedule for
CANAL-Lite~preparation and shipment. Because the market for that product has not yet been developed,
and because the eventual preparation/shipment schedule will be customer-driven, we are unable to provide
you with that information at this time. We will, however, keep the USNRC apprised of the schedule on
a periodic basis as purchase orders are received.

In regard to the forecast of the total quantity of CANAL-Lite©0 to be shipped, CANAL-Lite 0 and its
counterparts, V-40c and CANAL©, are valuable raw materials for steel makers who wish to minimize or
eliminate the detrimental effects of process slag compositions. The advantages of these products include,
but are not limited to refractory protection, energy savings at ladle furnaces, consistent chemistry, faster
steel refining times, good sulphur and inclusion removal, and improved castability and yields.
Consequently, SMC intends to include both CANAL0 and CANAL-Lite © in our slag fluidizer product line
because we anticipate significant industry demand. SMC has approximately a 50% market share of the
slag fluidizer market which currently is 50,000 tons per year. This market demand has grown and
continues to show a positive growth. We intend to prepare, package, sell and ship these products until
our supply of feed materials, primarily ferrocolumbium slag, is exhausted.

Our request for timeliness is driven by a commitment made to the USNRC and captured in provisions 14 and 15
of License Number SMB-743 to demonstrate that the sale of ferrocolumbium slag is viable. The license, in essence,
requires that this demonstration be deemed successful by October 20, 1999. The marketing, production, and sale of
CANAL-.Lte c is a critical compontet of this demonstration. The USNRC's assistance in helping SMC to meet this
commitment is greatly appreciated.



If you have any questions or if I can provide you with additional information, please call me at (609) 692-
4200, extension 226. SMC is optimistic that steel industry demand for CANAL-Litec will be great,
permitting us to enter into a routine production/packaging/sale operation as soon as possible. Such an
operation will not only result in a profitable product line, but will also ensure we meet the letter as well
as the intent of provisions 14 and 15 of License Number SMB-743 in a technically-sound, legally-
defensible manner.

S rely,

David R. Smith
Radiation Safety Officer

cc: Nigel C. Morrison
Mary B. Higgins
James P. Valenti
Hugo L. Nieves
Robert A. DeGrange
Lidia M. Stasiuk
Mike Williams
Eric L. Schomdorf, Esq.- Metallurg
Carol D. Berger - IEM
Michael Weber - USNRC Licensing Branch
Heather Astwood - USNRC Licensing Section 2
Penny Lanzisera - USNRC Region I



ATTACHMENT I
CANAL-L,&e© Conf'wmatory Sampling Documentation



ATTACH!MENT 1
CANAL-Lite e Production Procedure for the

NUCOR-Hickman Trial Shipment

Preparing for CANAL-Lite 0 Production

a. Preparation of Work Areas

i. Prior to the commencement of operations, a temporary restricted area shall be established
and posted at the blending and storage locations (CANAL-Lite I production area) as
instructed in RSP-012.

ii. The radiological characteristics of temporary restricted areas shall be determined and
documented pursuant to RSP-008 prior to the start of work.

(1) Contamination surveys for both removable and total surface activity shall be
conducted and documented on accessible areas of the blending equipment.

(2) Ambient gamma radiation surveys shall be conducted in the area where blending
will take place and in each temporary material storage area.

b. A Radiation Work Permit (RWP) shall be prepared based on the anticipated radiological conditions
to be encountered during the blending operation.

2. Staging of Materials/Equipment

a. Low-volume area air sampling equipment shall be staged at locations designated by the RSO.

b. Materials necessary for confirmatory sampling of CANAL-Lite©(e.g., radiation detectors, sample
screening comainers, chain of custody forms, labels, shipping containers, etc.) shall be staged.

c. Materials and equipment for internal exposure monitoring using Breathing Zone Samplers shall be
prepared for use:

i. Flow rates and battery strength for pumps shall be checked prior to use.

ii. Membrane filters shall be loaded into the filter holders (cartridges).

d. For each production run, CANAL0 and vanadium slag shall be staged.

i. CANAL0 shall be staged within the temporary restricted area.

ii. The nominal ratio of vanadium slag to CANAL© of 15-to-i may be assumed for this trial
Tun-

e. In addition to the prD-opemtional checks required in RSP-008, the survey instumen to be used for

confirmatory sampling shall be checked for project-specific response.

f. ALARA actions prior to the start of work shall include the following:

i. Radiation surveys in the vicinity of the staged CANAL0 in the temporary restricted area
shall be perfomaed and documented.

ii. Findings of the radiation surveys shall be communicated to production workers.



iii. Low-exposure rate work areas shall be designated based upon the survey results for use by
production workers during production operations.

3. Radiation Safety During CANAL-Lite cProduction

a. A Radiation Surveyor shall perform radiation and contamination surveys periodically during the
production process.

b. Contamination control methods as described in RSP-009 shall remain in effect.

c. Area air samples as described in RSP-008 shall be collected during the blending operations, with
airborne radioactivity concentrations determined as described in RSP-018.

d. Breathing zone samples for monitored employees shall be collected for the duration of work in the
blending area.

Note: Only authorized/trained personnel shall enter temporary storage areas and blending
work areas.

4. CANAL-Lite © Production

a. The staged vanadium slag and CANAL© shall be placed into feed bins.

b. The vanadium slag and CANALC shall be passed through the blender a minimum of two (2) times
prior to its return to the bins.

Note: At the end of a 40,000 pound production run, approximately 20 bins
of CANAILrec will be produced, with each bin containing between 2,000
and 2,500 pounds of CANAL-Litec.

c. The CANAL-Lite ein the bins shall be subject to confirmatory screening/sampling prior to its
transfer to NUCOR-Hickman.

5. Confirmatory Screening/Sampling

a. All screening and sampling results shall be documented on a "CANAL-Lite© Confirmatory
Sampling Documentation" form.

b. A representative sample of CANALlitec shall be collected from each of the bins that resulted from
the production run.

c. Each sample shall be field screened as follows to ensure concentration variations are minimized.

i. Each sample shall be placed into a clean measurement continer with a repeatable counting
geometry.

Note: The Marinelli-beaker-type arrangement similar to that described by
Schager, et al shall be used.'

6 Schiager, K. J. and W. J. Smith, "Simple Field Method for Determining Compliance with EPA Land Cleanup

Standards", Symposium on Uranium Mill Tailings Management, Colorado State University, December 9, 1982.



ii. Each sample shall be counted for sufficient time to ensure adequate counting statistics.

Note: A one-minute count should be made of both background and of the
sample. If the sample count is 10 times the background count, no further
adjustment in counting time is required. If not, increase the sample count
time by one (1) minute and repeat.

d- From the individual counts for each of the 20 bins, the mean count shall be determined by:

C

Mean = C -- _-"
n

where Ci = the net count result from bin number "i", and n = the total number of bins (samples).

e. From the individual counts for each of the 20 bins, the standard deviation shall be determined by:

(-C-Ci)
2

Standard Deviation = 0 = n-1n-1

f. Release criteria:

i. If the maximum count does not exceed 2o of the mean, and if o is less than 25 % of the
mean, the collection bins may be transferred to a temporary storage location pending
receipt of analytical results.

ii. If the maximu exceeds 2o of the mean or if o is greater than 25 % of the mean:

(1) The contents of the bins shall be re-blended and step "d", above, shall be
repeated; or

(2) Additional vanadium slag shall be added, the contents of the bins shall be re-
blended, and step "d", above, shall be repeated.

g. The individual samples from the bins shall be composited and four (4) aliquots shall be collected
and field screened.

i. Each aliquot shall be placed into a measurement container with a repeatable counting
geometry.

Note. Tnhe Marindli-beaker-type arrangement described above shall be used.

ii. Each aliquot shall be counted for sufficient time to ensure adequate counting statistics.

Note: A one-minute count should be made of both background and of the
aliquot. If the aliquot count is 10 times the background count, no further
adjusment in counting time is required. If not, increase the aliquot count
time by one (1) minute and repeat.

iii. If the mean and standard deviation of the net aliquot counts does not overlap the mean and
standard deviation of the individual sample results:



(1) The aliquots shall be returned to the bins

(2) The bins shall be re-blended

(3) Steps "d", "e- and "g", above, shall be repeated.

h. The aliquots shall be ground (to the consistency of powder or fine sand), blended, packaged, and
a sample of each shall be forwarded to a commercial laboratory for determination of thorium and

uranium isotopes.

Note: The laboratory shall have a USNRC or Agreement State radioactive
materials license to possess and analyze radioactive materials, written
procedures for sample preparation (i.e., grinding and homogenization) and
for performing isotopic thorium/uranium analyses and/or gamma
spectroscopy, and a QA/QC program which assures the validity of the
analytical results.

i. The sample size from each aliquot shall be at least one (1) kilogram.

ii. The samples shall be sealed into labeled sample containers.

Note. The label should contain a unique sample number that is traceable to
the production run number and the aliquot, the date and time of collection,
the name of the individual who collected the sample, and the required
analysis. Sample preservatives are not required. The collection container
should be padded or protected from opening during shipment.

iii. The samples shall be forwarded by overnight mail, to the off-site analytical laboratory for
determination of uranium and thorium isotopes (by radiochemical extraction and alpha
spectroscopy) or gamma-emitting isotopes (by gamma spectroscopy).

Note. Based on expected activity concentrations (i.e., less than 2,000 pCi per
gram of total activity), it is not necessary to ship the samples as "radioactive
matera".

Note: The purchase order for laboratory services shall contain the following
specifications: (1) Count times should be sufficient to achieve a nominal
detection limit of 10 picocuries of each thorium/uranium isotope per gram of
mateial; (2) The concentration of all thorium and uranium isotopes, in units
of "picocuies per gram" shall be reported; (3) Actual values, along with the
error and the Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA), shall be reported for
each isotope. Do not report "<MDA", "< [value]". "not detected". or any
other censored value.

iv. A completed chain-of-custody form shall accompany the samples to the laboratory.

When the analytical results from the samples have been received and validated:

i. The weight percent of each thorium and uranium isotope in each aliquot shall be
determined as follows:

A1  1
Weight (ppm) x- x 1 0X

1012 SAi



where A = the concentration of isotope "i" (pCi per gram) and SA = the specific activity
of isotope "i".

Note: The specific activities (SA) for deterimining the weight percent of =23 Th,
z-Mh, 2-Th, 2U, -U, and 2-U are 1.1xl0r' Ci/g, 1.9x1(02 Ci/g, 8.3x10z Ci/g,

3.3x10" Ci/g, 2.1x10' Ci/g, and 6.2x1O' Ci/g, respectively.'

Note: For determining weight percent of thorium and uranium isotopes from
gamma spectroscopy results, each of the progeny in the thorium and uranium
decay series shall be assumed to be in equilibrium with the parents.

ii. The weight percent of each thorium and uranium isotope shall be summed and the total
recorded on the "CANAL-Lixe 0 Confirmatory Sampling Documentation" form from the
production run in question.

iii. The certificates of analysis shall be attached to the "CANAL,-Lite 0 Confirmatory Sampling
Documentation" form.

6. Post Production Activities

a. Prior to releasing the production area for unrestricted use, a final status survey shall be conducted
and documented.

b. CANAL-Litecmay be shipped to NUCOR-Hickman once documentation is in place that confirms
it contains only unimportant quantities of source material (i.e., a mean weight percent that is less
than 500 parts per million).

Note. Based on expected activity concentrations (i.e., less than 2,000 pCi per
gram of total activity), it is not necessary for CANAL-LItec to be shipped as
"radioactive material".

c. The radioactive material log shall be updated as described in RSP-014 to reflect the quantity of
source material shipped off-site.

STitle 10, Code of Fedezal Regulations, Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material", Appendix
A, Table A-120.
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CANAL-Lite Confirmatory Sampling Documentation

Prodctivn Run No. 2 (Lot No. 202a6-38) Date or Production Run: February 27, 1996

Bin Scroawnj Alquo Sawzzmg

Bin No. US Cou=t SinOk Cwiw NC Sank CManuXW Aliqz No. B4 0Mm &""da CouniS NW m Coo

1 3050 273000 269950 1 3080 47000 343920

2 3120 32M 318890 2 3100 125000 121900

3 3 100 347000 143900 3 3030 1 80000 176970

4 3,:)- 229000 225940 4 3050 208000 204950

5 3080 121000 207920 MMun 161935

6 3040 142000 138%60 Standard IDeviation 36532

7 7130 31]000 307870 Analytical RFuýq (attach 'rt¶Ifcatc)

8 3080 384000 380920 Aliqm No. Uraftnhm (09M) ianCiU L4 L n (PyM)

9 3110 172000 368890 - 377

10 3050 146000 342950 2 415

11 3060 334000 330940 3 404

12 3D90 264000 260910 4 628

13 3020 185000 181980 Mean 456

14 3120 166000 162850 SUMdard Dvifimon 2216

15 3060 153000 149940 Note

16 3090 195000 191910

17 3110 226000 222890

18 3040 148000 344960

19 30B0 137000 133920

20 3100 2260OD 222900

21 3040 191000 18790

22 3030 120000 216970

23

,24

Mum 205197

Sanduxid Dw).tion 76737
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ANALYSIS REQUEST AND CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD
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SHIELDALLOY METALLURGICAL CORF
P.O. BOX 768,12 WEST BOULEVARD
NEWFIELD, N.J. 08344 (809)692-4200
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LARY
IAr- ..... PARAMEIER

PROJE;T NU:

CLIENT:
CLIENT PROJECT:
DATE SUBMITTED:
DATE REPORTED:
PAGE:

IEM, Inc
94005.05

24-Mar-98
27-Mar-98

LAB ID:
CLIENT ID:
DATE:
MATRIX:

980240-01
2026B-38-01

sDlid

Th-232
Th-230
Th-228
U-238
LL235
U-234

33.4
20.9
36.8
23.9
2.2

23.7

ACTIVITY

4-

÷4.

MDL

10.0
6.3

11.0
7.1
0.7
7.0

0.4
0.3
0.3
1.0
0.3
1.5

LAB ID:
CLIENT ID:
DATE:
MATRIX:

LAB i•D
CLIENT ID:
DATE:
MATRIX:

LAB ID:
CLIENT ID:
DATE:
MATRIX:

980240-02
20268-3"-02

solid a/t 3.

980240-03
20268-38-03
3120/98 _.
solid ,[•. S

980240-04
20268-38-04
3/20/98 4,.1-
solid Y

Th-232
Th-230
Th-228
U-23B
U-235
U -234

Th-232
Th-230

Th-228
U-238
U-235
U-234

Th-232
Th-230
Th-228
U-238
U-235
U-234

38.5
20.6
32.4
21.3
1.3

21.4

33.5
22.5
32.1
32-7
0.0

32.8

55.1
32.2
49.5
41.8
1.6

38.9

4'-

+4-

4-

4/-

+1-
.,./
.4/

.4.

.,,/.

11.5 ;-
6.2
9.7
6.3
0.4
6.4

10.1
6.8
9.7
9.7
0.7
9.7

16.3
9.5

14.6
12.4
0.6
11.5

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.9
0.2
1.3

0.4
0.6
0.5
1.2
0.3
1.8

0.4
0.4
0.3
1.5
0.3
L.3

1. MDA - Mnmum Dst•"able Activhy
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PROJECT NO:
CLIENT:
CLIENT PROJECT:
DATE SUBMITTED:
DATE REPORTED:
PAGE:

U235 U234

980240
IEM. Inc

94005.05
24-Mar-98
27-Mar-9B

=,•°.QC DATA
Th-232 Th-230 Th-228 U238

Blanx
LCS (% Roc)
DUP (RPD)
MS (% Rec)

0 44-D.2
103

20.3
109

0 +4-0.2 0.1 +/-0.1
98.0

22.0 10.1
102

0.2+/-0.1
92.7
9.3

94.2

0.2+4-0.1 0.6+/-0.3
93.7

NC 7.1
88.5

LABORATORY APPROVALS:

Laortory Diret

1. MDA - Mhinnu Detxftbib Aclvty
2. SDL = Beow Detsoii Limit Attachment 2 Page4



March 12, 1998

Mr. Rim Eidion
Outreach Laboratory
311 North Aspen
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74012

Re: Analyds of Slag Samples - IEM Job No. 94005.05

Dear Mr. Fidson:

Intugrated Envirnnmental Management, Inc. (J11M) has a c]ieut thal wvihei to determine the Concentratiof
of i•horium and uranium isotopes in one of its prcductK. This material is a crystalline solid that contains
approximaltiy 0.05% tlx)rium/uranium, with a naturdl distribution of daugbter radicmuclider. l3ecause the
thorium/uranium isotopeg are not uniformly distributed throughout the samples, tbey must he ground ,nd
blended prior to their analysis. The following are JEM's instructions for preparing and anal7ying the
samp]ls:

1. O11 March 12, 1998, our client, Shieldalloy Metallurgical Corporation, will forward i'Dur samples
of the product material to the vendor's laboratory by overnighl mail (Fedrral Exprcss or
equivalent).

2. Each sample will be approximately one (1) kilogram in size.

3. Teit particle sizms in each sample arm large. Therefore, -each sample must be ground and i)lcndvd
to cnsurc uniformity.

4. As much of each sample as poxsibe shall be dissolved prior to uranium/lhorium extraction. 'he
samplcs shall then be analyzed for isotopic thorium and isotupic uranium (alpha spectroscopy).

5. Count times should be smnfient it) achieve a nominal deotecion limit of 10 picocuries of each
thorium/uranium isotoe per gram of matriw. If it is not poSsible to achieve this detectirm limit,
ple= indicate what the deeticm limit ix.

6. The weight of each sample, in grams, shall be reported.

7. The aonentation of all thorium and uranium isotopes, in unit; of 'piccrsD per zraW shall bc
rcpormld. Actual value. almg with the error and the Minimum Dei=Wtabk Activity (M)DA), shudl
he rcpofxld for cadh irotoJp. Do noi report '<MDA All < iluef, %muJ deted, or any tiher
CwMzr7d value.
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8. Preiinlinary re.•ult,, stamped or marked as "draft' or "preliminary' shall be sent by facsimile to
I EM's Ro-.kville, Maryland office. For initial reporting purposes, the vendor may fax reports
generated dircctlv by the innrumentation if'so desired.

9. Once the preliminary results are approved, two Mopies of the final report, including all quality
control and chain of custroy documentation, may he i-•ued. All paper or electronic copies in your
possession dial are marked "draft" or "preliminary" shall be des.troyed.

10. The laborawory shall commit to delivery of the preliminary rcsults within three (3) days ailer
sample r=c.ipt. The final report may hb issued within five (5) business days after approval of the
draft report The final report should he scnt to me at IEM's Rnckvilli, Maryland officx.

11. After authorizatiom is given by IEM, the samples may be rewtrncd to IEM's client. Sampl, not
rcturned to the client within 30 days after issue of the final report shall be disposed of by the
vendor at no charge to lEM.

12. After issue of the final report, an invoice for the cost of the expedited analyses, plus the cosl of
returning the sample to the client, should be sent to IRM'r. Rockvflk, Maryland tffi-h. The
inwfiv:e Yurr re.rence Job Number 94005.05.

PlMas l ine know as soon as possible if you uake exception Uo any of tht aforementioned specifications,
and if a refcrence number (if any) should be included in the sample shipment. If you have any quentiong
or if can provide you with additional information, please call me at (301) 762-0502. Thank you in
ath,anc for your assitanet in this important project.

Sincerely,

[Original signed by C. D. Bergpen

Corol D. Berger, C.-1.P.

cel D. It. Smith - SMC
File 94005.05
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REORDER 763357517-47 QTY 200
C ,Shipment Airwaybill1 Q/9r9 P1ll -DHl /(on negoti able)

m 1 -800-CALL-D L n S onibly
WEB ADDRESS. htlpr6/ww, dhl.com

Cr Ac,o . ., SIrip. is per's reference

76335751E 7

(c ISHIELUALLOY METALLURGICAL CORP

2/i
`PF
WP 8624186406

Quote this shipment number in an inquiry

Cs"

~j ~i ~

(I

C.'

Q
p ~r ,r

Shipper's name

Address

12 WEST BLVD
NEWFIELD NJ

Zip code (required) Phone/Fax/E -rall circle onelrequired)

1083449558 1(609)692-4200

Company (Rcire

USNRC - DIV. OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFET
Attention

MR. JOHN D. KINNEMAN
Delivery address DHL cannot deliver to e PO Box

475 ALLENDALE RD.

KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

Zip/Postcode (required) ImPhone/Fsx/+mal circle one(required)

S1464 06 Lo 4 10 -137 -y/(

D om.estic Services

USr:A OVERINIGHTn~e natioarervce

INT'L DOCUMENT EXPRESS

FEWORLDWIDE PRIORITY EXPRESS
L. ti--. ri< iar, , dimr e 'ir sV,.,,+ ,'ut.,r,i,.rt in.•

[-']WORLDFREIGHT
_ P,iý. -~,e. ,iii .a ...... .r..,ai

WoridMail Services m1st class

-- APME-- l.. Sr -- Othe.r
Special Services rc ,i+ q,, rrr,'y , try'r'

[:] SATURDAY DELIVERY

] PO D ....................... . .........

0 OTHER..... ...... di.r ...... ......

PaeyrtrqtOp~ti~ns not allf optiostr
ir~ ,t IO aft countries

Shipper's account

0 r- Recipient r1 Third petty

Acct. No ... . ... .. . . . .....

1_.1 Cash / Check / Credit Card

No. ..............

Expires. ...... .. Type. . ,

Shipment Insurance it desired, enter
irtounf below

U.S. $ .... ....... Inred value

862 4186 406

14148 3

ORIGIN

I O IGI 
D E S T IN A T IO N

Weight if DHL Express Docrriinerti CU
packaging is rsed, enter XD

Dimensions in inches

Pieces length width height 0
0

DIMENSIONAL/CHARGED WEIGHT .t

Z

lb

CODES CHARGES
Services

M

0
Special services 0

0

50~Insurance

Drop Box/ s

Exp. Center

0.

TOTAL

TRANSPORT COLLECT STICKER No. 3:
r-

PICKED UP BY -.

Time 

0Data

ZI
Er l rI

h
Full description of contents

TtocvM FJ r,

Ete agre that OHL stsanicrri torrrapplytor rnhis sthiprretendlmt C1 a libiriitrot laeai are
t, US 10 toymie war-r Conrieeor .. ,r ais.aepyly ise, r--r1e. 14-e autnarian D/tf.ta uir

ariritce ltnreesoi to nrrt tisr nerirreirt 0re untderstand ihat irrnrarre1e Is -aiaitbie one,-resn
ltoirerr crisia. LWS, oem teorpa all crjiges if thre acpeniret at Sthid partr doies net par.
Ive ireteSteri teat 1K DODES orOTANPR CASH.

IS, .... Iuired)qn rdf~ Date

o Q. 6 5/13/19

International non document shipments only
Attach original and four copies of a Commercial Invoice
Declared value for customs (In US $). 1 Export License No./Symbol lif applicable)

Harmonized Sched, B No. (Il applicablel Type of export rItse hllt, Prre1n-n is a11.mrr-d

Er PermanentL_____ _ r"Temporary = RepairRetun

Shipper's EIN/SSN These corirtiles, technology or software ere
enated •or.t the United Staten in ... •ccdance
with the export adrrinistration regulations,
Diversion contrary to U.S. low prohibited.

Destination duties/laxes If left blank recipient pays dutiestaxes

0J Recipient E- Slhipper - Other........ ..

- - - - - - - - --- N- - - -


